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“Within every woman 
there is a wild and  
natural creature, a  
powerful force, filled  
with good instincts, 
passionate creativity, 
and ageless knowing. 
Her name is Wild 
Woman, but she is an  
endangered species.”  
Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estes, Women Who Run With the Wolves
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LETTER
from the editor

Jennifer Haddow, Owner, Wild Women Expeditions
Editor-In-Chief, Wild Women Magazine
Image: G Thomas Muir
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The dream of creating this magazine began with a circle of women gathered around a campfire, many 

years ago. I didn’t have a name for it then, but I knew what it felt like — a sacred gathering place for 

women to share our stories as we forge our lives adventurously and consciously, as part of nature. 

I wanted to read stories about these wild women, who favour cooperation over competition,  

connection and compassion over ego and fear. Women who are bold and brave adventurers and  

warriors who protect what we love. Women who are deeply dedicated to the conservation of wild 

places and who strive to step lightly on the land.

So, when the time came I decided to satiate my desire for these stories, for community and inspiration, 

by creating what I couldn’t find in mainstream media. Wild Women Magazine is a lifestyle magazine 

illuminating our relationship with wild nature, the deep primal source that nourishes, liberates and frees 

our spirits from the constraints of mundane, civilized constructs and the shackles of our modern “polite” 

society.

These stories are a refuge, an escape from urban concrete into a lush, living secret garden, feral and 

full of magic. Let your imagination be ignited by the possibility that you are freer and wilder than you 

have ever had permission to be. 

It seemed fitting that the “cover girl” for our first issue of this magazine would be a wolf. For “a healthy 

woman is much like a wolf: robust, chock-full, strong life force, life-giving, territorially aware, inventive, 

loyal, roving.” suggests Clarissa Pinkola Estés in her trailblazing book, Women Who Run With The Wolves. 

Sadly, wolves are threatened by hunting and habitat loss in many parts of our country. So 100% of the 

profit from this issue will be donated to Pacific Wild to support their wolf conservation campaigns in 

British Columbia. 

The magazine is filled with articles about how women are weaving their lives in the wild — through  

travel and outdoor adventure, in our work and activism, and by shaping sacred spaces in everyday life,  

nourishing ourselves, creating health and wellness and mothering. 

I hope that these pages will be a source of inspiration to remind you that you are a wild woman, here 

and now and always and everywhere.
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WHO’S AFRAID
of the big bad 
wolf?

Words: Jennifer Haddow
Images: Ian McAllister / Pacific Wild 
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As I cuddle my son at bedtime, we read the story of Little Red Riding Hood. I try to sneak in my 

progressively edited version of the text to tell him about the big “sad” wolf (sad, of course, be-

cause the wolf is hungry and doesn’t know where to find food). My son doesn’t buy the rewrite. 

“No, Mama, the wolf is BAD!” he insists.

Why is our culture so determined to make the wolf the bad guy?

Wolves are not only icons in the fairy tales of humans, they also have a profoundly positive effect 

on the very real natural world. Wolves play a vital role in maintaining the balance of an ecosys-

tem. Even the formation and flow of rivers change in response to the presence of wolves, as they 

bring salmon from the rivers into the forests to fertilize the soil and nourish the forest ’s growth.

It seems magical that wolves could have the power to change the design of an entire river system, 

but we have seen it in the trophic cascade in Yellowstone National Park, where the reintroduction 

of wolves has had a domino effect on the regeneration of the land and the vitality of many other 

species. Wolves help to heal the land.

On British Columbia’s coast, wolves traverse the estuaries and swim between the remote islands,  

searching for salmon, roaming through the Sitka trees in search of black-tailed deer. They also hunt  

caribou, making them an enemy in some human circles.

Decades of habitat destruction and human encroachment have left BC’s mountain caribou 

on the edge of survival. But instead of protecting critical food and habitat for caribou, such 

as the lichen-rich interior forests, humans have given wolves an unjust death sentence. The  

government-sponsored wolf cull will send hunters by helicopter to shoot from the sky, in a  

misguided attempt to save the last few caribou that roam the boreal forest.

Don’t get me wrong—I care about caribou. But I know that there is a better way to save one  

species than to kill another.

As the ancient Inuit saying goes, “It is the caribou that feeds the wolf, and the wolf that keeps the 

caribou strong.”



I wonder why wolves strike such a chord in my imagination, why the loss of wolves feels somehow like a 

personal attack. Perhaps the writing of Clarissa Pinkola Estés in her renowned book Women Who Run 

With the Wolves explains the connection best.

“A healthy woman is much like a wolf: robust, chock-full, strong life force, life-giving, territorially aware, 

inventive, loyal, roving,” she suggests.

Yes, wolves are a sort of mirror into the soul of women.

The massacre of wolves is an assault on our feminine psyche. In some primal place within, we need 

to know the wolves are there, just as our intuitive inner compass is naturally set around the  

placement of oceans and mountains. A world without wolves would not only change rivers—it would 

drain our creative spirit and damage our deeper sense of wildness.

We need wolves. And now, more than ever, they need us.

Although I had been aware on some level of the threat to wolves in Canada for many years, it wasn’t 

until just a few months ago, when I went on a kayak trip into Clayoquot Sound on Vancouver Island, 

that I realized how deeply I gave a damn.

Our group approached Vargas Island by kayak, landing on the beach where we started to set up 

camp. I had been chatting with my sister paddlers about my fantasy of seeing a wolf in the wild, but in 

such a large territory I wasn’t holding my breath.

Then suddenly, she appeared, her nose peeking out from between the trees as if she was pushing 

through the curtains on a stage where she was clearly the star of the show.

My heart leapt into my throat as I gasped in delight. We locked eyes, for a blessed moment. Then, 

under a flash of sparkling sunlight, she was gone, as gracefully as she had arrived.

Intuitively I knew that the wolf had sensed our approach long before we landed on the beach; 

that she paused from her patrol to greet us, to make clear that this was her wild home. We were 

her guests. Something primordial stirred within me, sensing the rightness of this natural balance.  

I belonged in this wild place where the wolves lived.

My tears flowed like a spring as I stood there in awe.
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Over the next few nights, the wolf continued to grace us with her presence. In my tent on the beach,  

I awoke to her howling in the darkness. It was an oddly comforting call. Then in the morning we followed 

the wolf tracks that circled our tents and I wondered how long she stayed with us, this wild guardian 

angel. There was no fear, only curiosity.

Of course I knew that wolves could also be dangerous. I’d heard the stories of wolves who attacked 

people, condemned as ravenous demons. Many studies suggest that a healthy wild wolf does not 

attack a human without provocation. A sliver of doubt pricked that assertion in my mind. But turning the 

tables, wolves have much, much more to fear from humans than the reverse.

When wolves get too close, or are provoked to the point of aggression, the punishment is often death 

to the wolf. They are hunted and destroyed in the name of keeping humans safe.

On Vargas Island, legions of campers have taunted the wolves, leaving camp food unsecured. This 

teasing trains wolves to associate humans with a food source.

We cleaned our camp consciously, every food scrap carefully disposed of, packed tightly in our kayak 

hatches. Good guests don’t dump on their hosts and leave a mess, after all.

But what about the right of the wolves to live freely, unfettered?

Ask the wolves of the Great Bear Rainforest. They have lived in harmony with their ecosystem for eons.

However, since the imposition of the oil industry infrastructure, pipelines, the ravages of logging and 

the encroachment of development in their habitat, wolves have become convenient scapegoats. We 

are being sold a story that vilifies them—and I’m not buying it.

Neither is Pacific Wild, an environmental organization dedicated to the conservation of the Great 

Bear Rainforest. They have worked tirelessly to raise awareness of the plight of the wildlife of this forest 

and the critical need for conservation now, before the treasures of the largest coastal rainforest in 

the world are lost.

I know we need to engage in this critical work and do our part in the uphill battle to undo the damage 

humans have caused. But sometimes I just want to run away from it all and escape. I fantasize about 

running away with the wolves in the whimsical way others dream of joining the circus.
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I imagine myself as the female version of Mowgli in the story The Jungle Book, joining a pack of wolves.

Maybe what I truly desire is a pack of my own kind to run wild with, where I feel free to be a more 

intuitive and uninhibited version of myself. Perhaps that ’s what brought me to Wild Women Expeditions, 

where I felt the call of joining other women to explore wild places and traverse the unchartered  

territory of my inner soul-landscape. Women, like wolves, are not meant to travel alone. We are  

naturally social creatures, craving companionship, sisterhood and solidarity.

On our Wild Women Expeditions kayak adventures in British Columbia, we journey into the home of the 

wild wolves, in the Great Bear Rainforest and in Clayoquot Sound. And in doing so, we allow ourselves 

to be changed.

As I sit by the fireplace writing this article, my mother comes into the room and asks what I’m doing. 

“Writing a story about how important wolves are to the environment, and to women,” I reply.

“Why would you write about that? Wolves are dangerous predators. Why do we even need them?” 

she huffs.

Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf, indeed.

Jennifer Haddow is the founder and editor-in-chief of Wild Women Magazine. She is the owner and director of Wild Women 

Expeditions, a global outdoor adventure travel company for women. Jennifer is based in Canada and spends most of her time 

travelling around the world, writing and mothering her wild child.
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“There are 
some who  
can live  
without wild 
things, and 
there are  
some who  
cannot.”
Ella Fitzgerald
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THE WILD IN 
you 

Interview with Lorna Crozier By Jennifer Haddow 
Image: Kamil Bialous
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I first fell in love with the words of Lorna Crozier when I stumbled across her poetry book entitled 

The Sex Life of Vegetables when I was a young woman, exploring my newly awakened sexual  

powers and flirting with vegetarianism. From there I devoured everything that I could find of her work, 

which affirmed my sense that there was something inherently erotic about even the most ordinary of 

nature’s implements—a carrot fucking the earth or the ticklish flapping foreplay of a butterfly wing in 

the palm of my hand.

An Officer of the Order of Canada, she has been acknowledged for her contributions to  

Canadian literature and her books have received numerous national awards, including the  

Governor General’s Award for Poetry. A professor emerita at the University of Victoria, she 

has even performed for Queen Elizabeth II. So it was a thrill to sit down for tea with the majestic  

poetess and talk about her latest book, The Wild in You, featuring poems set in the wild landscape  

of the Great Bear Rainforest of British Columbia, a collaboration with photographer and  

conservationist Ian McAllister. Lorna Crozier proved to be as delightful in person as she is on paper, 

a marvelously wild woman whose resonating verse still makes me blush when I fondle produce in the 

farmer ’s market...

Jennifer: I feel that everyone has a landscape that really calls to them as muse and I was curious 

about some of your earlier writing because in your early years growing up in the prairies it seemed 

like you were very inspired by the big, open sky and that seemed to come out a lot in your writing.

So, would you say that your element is air and the sky has been your muse? Or what was really the 

natural connection that shaped you?

Lorna: Definitely. When I was a kid I grew up in the grassland prairies of southwest Saskatchewan and 

trees were so rare that when I was a kid and we said, “I’ll meet you at the tree,” we all knew what each 

other meant. There was one wild tree about 10 miles north of town. The other trees were planted in 

the parks and on the boulevards. So, there was nothing to stop the light, nothing to stop the wind. It 

just poured in. Wilderness on the prairies is really space and openness, but it has a similar wild feeling 

to the kind of wild sense you get in the middle of a rainforest; it ’s just that it takes a different shape.  

It takes a different form. So I still have to go back to Saskatchewan at least once a year and walk on 

those gravel roads and hear the gravel crunch beneath my feet and see the wheat fields turning from 

green to gold and the wind rustling through them and see rat-tail hawks swooping down out of the sky 

to catch a mouse or a gopher. That’s still definitely in my blood and bones.
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But now I’ve got my other foot planted squarely on the West Coast in the rainforests  

because even though this isn’t called the Great Bear Rainforest, we live in a  

rainforest around Victoria and I find the ocean also something that feeds me and gives me peace.  

Interestingly enough, the ocean is as open as the prairies. There’s no other more treeless, light-filled 

place than the ocean and standing on the ocean shores. So the rumour is the prairie boys made 

the best sailors because they never got agoraphobia. They were used to being in a place with few  

vertical landmarks and to being in all of that light spilling in from every direction and they didn’t panic on 

the ocean like probably some of the forest boys did or the mountain people did. Prairie kids were just fine 

with all of that openness.

Jennifer: Let’s talk for a moment about your earlier work. I’m thinking of The Sex Lives of Vegetables as an 

example. That kind of celebration of sexuality, of the creative force, that inherent sexuality in nature or  

sensuality in nature. That seems to me to be something that’s really come through in your writing in a  

surprising way at times. So, can you speak a little bit about where that came from? What was the  

connection with sexuality and nature for you in those early days?

Lorna: Well, I’m 67 years old now and I grew up in a time of so-called free love, the late 1960s; the 

birth control pill was suddenly available. I was part of a wave of women that said, “Now we can  

control our own reproductive systems and we’re not going to be dependent on a man. We’re going to be 

able to live out our own desire in our own bodies.” Free love I think became, in a lot of ways, the double 

standard that was still attached to that. Women were promiscuous; men were experienced. I think that’s still 

there, unfortunately, from everything that I hear from my young friends and my students. But, it was important 

to me to say that women should not be laced up. They should not be corseted. They should not be forced 

to deny their own desires and that our sexual desires were equally as strong as male sexual desires but 

they had been muffled; they ’d been tamped down by societal norms.

When I began writing, I wanted to bring everything I was to my poetry. So, I was a working-class kid. I came 

from a house with few books. I was born in small city in Saskatchewan and I was female. And I was female 

trying to discover how I stood and where I stood in the world both physically and mentally, and I guess 

also spiritually. Well, that was less of my concern then than it perhaps is now. So, I wanted to put the body 

right out there, right out front. I annoyed a lot of people. I had people in the early days at the University 

of Toronto get up and walk out of my reading because I wrote a series of poems called the Penis Poems 

after The Sex Lives of Vegetables and I wanted to write them from the point of view of a heterosexual 

woman because I didn’t think a lot of that had been done. I thought there was a lot of really racy, very fine 

lesbian literature out there about women loving women. But I didn’t think there was a lot of stuff that wasn’t 

hidden, that was in your face, about women loving men, with all of the complications that that involves.
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So I wanted to put that out there—that it was possible to be a feminist, be a female, be sexual, love a man, 

be attracted to and turned on by a man’s genitals but at the same time know that there was fear there 

and danger there and a whole political context that I hope came out in the poems too, but also humor.

Jennifer: And in your introduction to your book “The Wild in You,” you talk about the experience of  

interacting with the grizzly bear where it was breathing in your scent and for me there was eroticism in that, 

that I thought, that’s really what it is. It ’s about making love with the wild. It ’s not about intercourse sexuality, 

it ’s about a sensual communion and that comes through so strongly in your writing and that sounds like it ’s 

very intentional for you.

Lorna: Yes, it is. Very much so. Although the word “intentional” is odd because I think you only do what you 

can do or what you’re destined to do or whatever is in your blood and bones.

Jennifer: But you don’t shy away from that. You don’t shy away.

Lorna: I’ve never shied away from anything, much to my husband’s chagrin sometimes.

Jennifer: Beautiful. It really shines in your writing to me,  the sense of awe of the seemingly ordinary.  

And I’ve heard you speak about this in various interviews about mundane objects or a teapot or what-

ever and how you can really attribute that meaning to things. And  that ’s also what I’m really intrigued  

about and motivated about, bringing people into awe-inspired moments. I took my then three-year-old 

son to Egypt last year and we went to, of course, the pyramids. My son was standing in front of the Great 

Pyramid of Giza and he was completely enthralled, fascinated, riveted as he stood there a few meters 

from the base of the pyramid, with the ants that were forming a march in the sand. He was on his knees, 

completely fixated on the ants in the sand in front of the Great Pyramid. And there’s something that, I 

think, lives within us all, which clearly you have touched, that has awe and delight in the most simple, 

mundane aspects of our world.

Lorna: It ’s really interesting. I’ve had the advantage of going to one of the last primal wildernesses in 

the world, the Great Bear Rainforest, but I also have a backyard garden where I grow carrots and  

cabbages and brussels sprouts. And so that’s all going on, right? Without me. And what goes on at night is 

very lush and rich and hidden. But like your son, I was out the other day watching a line of ants try to carry a  

dragonfly ’s wing across a big gap in the plank boards on our deck. And to watch the ingenuity of that 

one mind that a line of ants becomes and how they ’re going to get that wing down without dropping it 

and then back up again — they built a bridge with their bodies — was an act of elegant engineering, and 
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A GOOD
place
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A forest draped

   with moss and mist—

a softness,

   a quietude—

a good place to send the soul.



act of brilliance, and it was with a line of ants right outside my door. So people don’t have to go to these 

wild and lonely and isolated and expensive-to-get-to places to get the same feeling if they just open 

their eyes and pay attention to the natural world.

There’s nothing in the world like an ant. Their integrity of their thisness. They are so themselves and so not 

other but other than us. And I think if we open ourselves up to that and if we learn to appreciate what we 

appreciated intuitively as kids, then the world becomes a magical place again for us. And then maybe we 

do the right thing. We take the next right step we have to take to do something like stop the wolf culling 

in BC or stop trophy bear hunting.

Jennifer: How did the Great Bear Rainforest call to you? Why was this a place that you felt like it was right 

about you to write about? Because I’m guessing you didn’t go there necessarily with an activist agenda?

Lorna: You know what it was? It was standing in the rain in the middle of 1,000-year-old trees with moss 

everywhere and putting my rubber boots in the tracks of where grizzly bears had walked for thousands 

of years. So my foot landed where a grizzly bear paw had landed. And then where another grizzly bear 

paw had landed and where they ’d landed for generations, and I didn’t see a bear that day, which was 

the amazing thing. And I never did see the star of the show, the spirit bear. But the sense of bearness was 

palpable. I could sense the presence of creatures having been there, and they would be there when 

I left. And I didn’t need them to show themselves to me. I just needed to stand in the vibrations of their 

presence. I thought, you know what? There’s something I need to say about this place. In many ways I think 

words always defeat us and I don’t think words are always necessary, but because I’ve trained myself as 

a writer for over 40 years I tend to think that I have to at least try to go there and articulate what it is that 

has just happened to me and what it is about this place that needs to be heard that maybe can speak 

through me momentarily and with all of my awkwardness and lack of insight there’s some way that maybe I 

can touch what’s going on there. And say it for someone else to hear.

Jennifer: So how has the Great Bear Rainforest changed you? What does that mean to you, to be 

wilder than you were before? Was it in that fleeting moment or do you feel like there’s a deeper  

resonance?

Lorna: Yeah, I think this has happened to me a few times in my life and it ’s always being in the natural 

world and it ’s always being in the presence of an animal where suddenly the outline that keeps my spirit 

in a human body gets erased. And the outline that keeps that animal’s spirit in its fox body, for instance, 

which is where it first happened to me, gets erased and suddenly there are just these two creatures looking 

at each other. To describe what that look means I think is impossible, but suddenly you’re not human; it ’s 
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not there, the fox, but you’re these two living creatures meeting eye-to-eye and there’s some deep and 

splendid knowing that takes place that I think changes the bear or the fox too. But we don’t understand 

how they talk about it because we don’t get to eavesdrop on their conversations when they get home. 

And I know I believe that they communicate in as sophisticated ways as we do. I hate it when people say 

humans are the only ones who have the power of speech. Bullshit. Animals do too; they just do it differently, 

right?

I think something different happens inside when you get that tremendous privilege of connecting with 

something that is not human. I mean, it ’s a privilege to connect with a human too, but we don‘t get 

that every day, even. Even if we live with loved ones, we don’t get those connections all the time.  

They ’re special too, but I think we’re becoming lonelier and lonelier as a species because I think we’re 

wiping everything else off the face of the Earth. And that loneliness is only if we’re out and we see an 

animal as if we’re seeing an animal for the first time. As if it ’s the first day of creation and I’m the new human 

and you’re the new bear and we go, “Oh my god, look at you. Look at how beautiful you are.” And you’re 

seeing me while I’m seeing you and something is going on.

There’s some friction, some energy that gets created when those two looks meet each other across the 

channel that separates us.

Jennifer: How does the natural world inform your spiritual life? Do you feel that it really has given you a 

spiritual narrative for yourself?

Lorna: Yeah, I think what is holy is not the great old guy in the sky. I think what is holy comes from the 

ground, comes from the Earth. And it might be the moss that is growing around my pond. It ’s my two 

rat-eared turtles who disappear; they ’re gone now in the winter. They ’ll come back in March. It ’s  

miraculous that they come up to the top of the pond. Where have they been all that time? They ’re 

Lazarus born again. I think all those great stories that I grew up with as a kid, those Old Testament stories, 

have their beginning in nature and we’ve just changed them and shifted them and we’ve made them  

conventional and conservative and human, when really Aesop’s fables are the other way to go. At my 

heart I’m a pagan. I think there are many gods. They all begin with a small “g” and they ’re both male and 

female. And they exist all around us and we think they ’re invisible but they ’re not. We’re just not opening 

our eyes and seeing them.

We see it in chickadees when they land on my palm to eat the sunflower seed and I feel their  

little scratchy feet. I’m meeting a little god there. I’m not meeting just a bird. So definitely that’s where 

my spirituality comes from and spirituality is one of these awful words that doesn’t do enough, which 
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God as Grizzly

created salmon first, five kinds

for the rivers, lakes and oceans

she had made. Next, the sedge,

tasty in its roots—a joy

for the herbivores to come—and after,

still famished from her work,

she crafted skunk cabbage,

doused it with her favorite scent,

then berry after berry after berry

to ripen in the sun and rain.

Did she conjure birds then, too,

long before she clawed in the trunks of trees

the blueprints for their bones?

With the might of her shoulders

from deep inside the earth

she hove the mountains into the sky,

dug out caves for dens, scratched runnels

in the rock for tumbling water.

No one knows how long

it took to raise the mountains,

or pin the stars one by one

above the peaks, but she made time

to design, for her own amusement,

a Great Bear constellation.

Tired then, with a yawn that sucked in

all the air above her head, she devised

the biggest sleep she could dream up

and filled her dreams with falling snow.

Before she rested, though, Grizzly

tweaked the salmon

so the ones who ventured far

would return to the rivers of their birth,

without number, without end,

like the trees she’d build tomorrow,

tall and greener than the rain.
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is maybe why I’m a poet—because I keep trying to go back there and say it again, say it another 

way and get that feeling without those big abstractions like religion, spirituality, all that. I hate people 

who say, “I’m not religious but I’m spiritual.” It ’s like saying, “I’m not beautiful but I’m pretty.” It just sounds 

so conceited to me. I would never say I’m spiritual but my spiritual connection is definitely in those  

ordinary, beautiful things and creatures and trees and streams running by my house. All of those things.  

If anything happens to me when I die it ’ll be that I become one of those energies for a brief time and  

I think that’s going to be a beautiful thing.

Jennifer: I think since Clarissa Pinkola Estes wrote her groundbreaking book Women Who Run 

with the Wolves, there’s been a lot of women who have responded to the archetype sense of  

being a wild woman— women have also gravitated towards goddess or other types of  

umbrellas to find a spiritual home in. And Wild Women I think speaks to our primal selves, our love and  

connection with nature, speaks to our sense of daring, sexuality, audaciousness—all of these things that 

for me are bursting from the page in your writing. And so what does being a wild woman, that badge of  

I hope honor, what does that mean to you? What do you think is that power of the wild woman?

Lorna: Yeah, I think insisting that one is an intelligent, sexual, crazy human being and crazy in a good sense 

of not wanting to be tied in or conventional. Having the courage to be as smart as we are, as Carol 

Shields once said, of being able to stand up and be honest and to support those that are less educated 

than us or less articulate than us. To help to give voice to the voiceless—all of that is part of being wild, 

as much as anything, as being true to the lovely essence of who you are deep inside, that childlike part 

of you—and I don’t mean childish. I mean that childlike part of you that still expects and demands to feel 

wonder every morning when you wake up. That would be being wild to me.

Jennifer:  My work is really about bringing wild women into that very physical experience of, you can paddle 

this kayak and go deep into the wilderness and experience the reality of following the tracks of the bear 

and being with the whales and the dolphins and all the rest of it. And I think that’s important for us, to not 

just live in our imaginations.

Lorna: I have a line in a poem that goes, “I want a poet who goes outside, who knows the small  

mechanics of the clothespin and the muddy boot.” And that kind of sums it up for me. That I can’t live if 

I can’t go outside and if I can’t go into the Great Bear Rainforest and follow the trails of the grizzlies or 

kayak, I will at least always be able to go out to a park, a garden, even a city street or a boulevard and 

stand under a tree and wait for the bird to sing. And if I don’t have that then I’m an empty shell. If I don’t 

have those wild things, those things of the natural world coming into me, then I am a desert inside.
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Jennifer: In what ways do you feel like poetry has the power to evoke something primal and wild and  

ancient and soulful in us?

Lorna: You know, it ’s not a choice. I don’t think anyone chooses poetry because it ’s such an esoteric thing 

to choose. Everybody thinks that they ’re not going to be able to understand poetry, so few people buy 

poetry books. Few people come to poetry readings. If I were going to be a successful writer I should have 

been a novelist or a nonfiction writer. So poetry, I think finally, is my calling; for some reason I feel more 

comfortable writing images, trying to find the right metaphor, loving the rhythm of the language. I feel more 

comfortable doing that than I do writing a short story, for instance. So it ’s just my makeup; it ’s my nature. As 

the scorpion said, when it stung the beaver it was carrying across the water, whatever that joke is. You hit 

upon some really good adjectives in describing poetry, and that is that when it works really well, it does 

sort of send a taproot down to this underground water that has been there for centuries and it sucks some 

of that moisture back up into the roots.

So it feels ancient and necessary, and the best metaphors are never metaphors that invent but metaphors 

that discover something we always knew was there but didn’t hear it said that way before or that we’d 

forgotten was there because we’ve left so much of our ancient knowledge and our women’s knowledge 

behind. Poetry, it seems to me, is closer to all of that stuff than prose. The writer John Bridger said poetry 

is closer to prayer than it is to prose and I really believe that. And part of that again is because music is  

predominant in poetry. I read everything I write out loud at least 100 times. Every line I write I read, read, 

read; I say no, I need an extra syllable there. No, I need to carry that long vowel out a little longer in 

another word at the end of the line. It ’s very much rhythm, and that has a subliminal effect on the mind and 

the body.

Poetry I think is the wildest art form. And definitely when I begin writing a poem I never know where it ’s going 

to go. I never know how it ’s going to end until I get there. It ’s like I jump on the lion’s back and the lion is 

home and I just hang on to its mane and I know it ’s going to take me somewhere and I bury my nose in it 

and sniff it and scratch it and it scratches me and licks me and then finally we get to the last paw print on 

the page and I go, whew, that poem is over now I know where it ’s going and what I wanted to say. It ’s an 

act of wildness and wilderness in itself, whatever a poem is.

The images and poems included with this interview are excerpts from the book The Wild in You by Lorna Crozier and Ian McAllister, 

published in 2015 by Greystone Books Ltd. They are reprinted with permission from the publisher.
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The wild in you has gone out

to meet the wolves who are hunting

on the other shore. You can’t see

this wayward part of you

like you see your breath in winter,

but you feel the bite of canine teeth

as if you now live

in the throat of a panicked deer.

You’ve never understood before

what beauty means, how it

blasts the blood and leaves you

shaken, demanding more

than you can ever,

in this human body, be.
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WHERE THE
wild things 
are

Story: Jill Gleeson
Image: Nancy Prober
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There are moments that stick with you always; moments that are so powerful, so magical, so immense 

and mighty that even as you’re living them you think, “This is it. When I’m very old and weak, when I’m 

lying in my bed at the end of it all, this, this I will remember.” You know you’ll smile and maybe even 

laugh a bit with the remembering and be grateful down deep in every nook and cranny of your soul 

for that long-ago moment, the way you are in this instant, as you live it.

They’re rare and exquisite, these moments, more precious than the perfect jewel. They are, I think, 

mostly common to the human experience: the instant when we realize we’ve found the person we want 

to spend forever with, or hold our child for the first time, or achieve our most fervent desire. Some are a 

bit more individualized, a reflection of our singular passions and personalities. But every one of them 

changes us, often in ways we can’t predict.

For me, floating face-to-face with a young sea lion in the cool February waters of the Sea of 

Cortez was such a moment. I was traveling with Wild Women Expeditions, camping and kayaking 

on and around Espiritu Santo Island, a UNESCO World Heritage Site situated off Mexico’s Baja  

Peninsula. There was so much to love about this trip, so much to inspire and energize. I’m by no means an  

accomplished outdoorswoman—the first time I set up a tent on my own was on the island. But as I’ve 

grown older I’ve come to crave the natural world like nothing else.

Once a city girl, I now find peace in the wild. It stirs and soothes me, rocks me and rolls me; it is where 

I search for the truth of myself and of the world. So the chance to safely immerse myself utterly in 

such a desolate and magnificent place, accessible only by watercraft and with a permit, was to be  

cherished. But best of all, the highlight, I was certain, would be the visit to a sea lion colony located 

on a tiny isle not far from Espiritu Santo. I knew it would be a special experience, but if I’d had any 

clue what was going to happen I think I would have expired from excitement long before our boat 

ever approached the place.

I couldn’t believe my first glimpse of it: a spit of rocks draped, bedecked, festooned even, with  

dozens upon dozens of sea lions—a hundred, two hundred, maybe. Some were lazing along the  

shoreline on their backs, massive bellies exposed to the sun. Some were barking and braying back 

and forth at each other in what looked like a sea lion shouting contest. Some were enormously big,  

hundreds of pounds; some were small and sleek. Comical, beautiful, they were utterly free and absolutely  

unconcerned with us humans. They were the most glorious creatures I’d ever seen.

Though I have a slight fear of water—a hangover from a whitewater trip gone bad years ago—I 

was the first of my group out of the boat and into the sea. I couldn’t wait to get closer to the  

animals. The water was calm and I strapped my snorkel to my face, anxious to see if I could spot any 

of the sea lions underneath me. I couldn’t, not yet, but as I paddled closer to the island the view 

below me increased in loveliness. A coral reef, delicate and ethereal, spread out wide; within swam-
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tropical fish I’d only before seen in aquariums. Our guide later identified them for me as king angelfish,  

damsels, trumpetfish, puffers and many more I can’t recall.

It was exquisite, but as soon as I was within five or so yards of the island I pulled my face from the  

water and pushed my goggles on top of my head. My eyes widened, trying to absorb the chaos and 

charm of the scene I was now witnessing. Sea lions, so many of them, were in constant motion, growling,  

grunting and yapping, nipping at each other, slapping their flippers and tails, a writhing mass of pure 

exuberant, exultant life. This can’t get any better, I thought. This is it.

And then I felt something tugging at my life jacket. Tugging sharply, and with no small strength. At the same 

moment something else bumped against my back.

Too surprised to be afraid, I looked down. Peering back up at me from just under the water were the round, 

perfect eyes of a young sea lion. He broke the surface, popping up perhaps two feet from my face and 

bobbed there, staring at me. I peeked back. My breath caught in my throat and hot tears, salty as the sea 

that held us, ran down my cheeks. I couldn’t quite believe what was happening. Gazing into the animal’s 

foreign, feral eyes, I saw curiosity and a kind of innocence, too. He wasn’t afraid of me. I wasn’t afraid of him.

After a minute he was gone, swimming with two of his buddies in fast circles around me, gently nipping at 

my wetsuit here and there, gliding under my hands, as if urging me to stroke his smooth fur. I’d been told by 

my guide this kind of encounter was possible — juvenile sea lions are inquisitive and playful beasties—but 

it all felt so dreamlike, impossible. It only seemed more so when the sea lion, not once or twice but three 

times, tried to stuff his head under my life jacket. I laughed so hard the tears came again.

Eventually the sea lions moved on, but my memory of the moments we shared remains undulled by the time 

that has elapsed. I know it will remain so, even as the years continue to pass, faster and faster as they 

seem to do the older you become. I love animals fiercely—have since I was a little girl. It doesn’t matter 

the species, domesticated or wild, big or small, friend or foe. I love them enough that I can’t bear to pass 

through the gates of a zoo. The last one I visited, over 25 years ago, was in Chicago’s Lincoln Park. I left 

horrified, sobbing, at all that beauty in all those tiny cages.

I’ve visited a few aquariums more recently, but can’t stomach the displays of the more highly evolved 

animals like dolphins and whales, seals and penguins. These environments—while admittedly becoming the 

tragic last refuges for critically endangered species—have nothing to do with nature and the oceans. 

They are, by and large, created for our entertainment, artificial and cruel. You will never find the truth of 

yourself or the world in them. You will never feel your soul open wide in gratitude for the moment you shared 

with one of the animals contained in them.

The opportunity to interact with those sea lions in their natural environment, to enter their domain, to 

see it through their eyes, changed me forever in ways I don’t think I quite understand even now.  
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I don’t love animals any more than I did. That’s an impossibility. But I believe it has furthered my commitment 

to helping save them and the planet we use so callously, with such rough hands and hard hearts. I wish 

more than anything everyone could experience the moments I did with the sea lions. It would change the 

world. It just might save it.

Jill Gleeson is a travel and adventure writer based in the Appalachians of Central Pennsylvania who wouldn’t mind spending the rest 

of her life swimming with sea lions. Follow her adventures on Twitter @gopinkboots.
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CLIMBING
through it
Ice-Climber Margot Talbot

Words: Marnie Woodrow 
Images: Rafal Andronowski and Forest Woodward
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Gritty, heartbreaking and deeply inspiring, ice-climber Margo Talbot’s memoir, All That Glitters, explores 

her journey through addiction and suicidal depression and the vital role played by wild nature in her 

recovery. It ’s not a typical recovery story—Talbot eschewed anti-depressants and traditional 12-step  

recovery groups as she literally climbed out of the darkness that had overtaken her life. Since  

publishing the memoir, she has gone on to working with and speaking to youth addicts, not only about their  

addictions, but about the sport that saved her life. These days, as a sought-after life coach, she routinely 

speaks to youth at correctional facilities and recovery centres. She is also at work on a second book, 

The Vitality Spectrum.

Born and raised in a large family in New Brunswick, the mercurial universe delivered Talbot to the  

breathtaking geography of Jasper when she was in her second year at Dalhousie University. Her initial plan 

had been to hitch out west and visit Vancouver for the summer, but a detour and the discovery of the 

mountains in Jasper changed the course of her life in dramatic ways. Alcohol and drugs had been crutches 

in adolescence, a way to deal with her very unhappy family life and a deep loneliness and anger she  

simply could not cope with. Soon she was drinking daily, never questioning, she says, that this pattern 

might be a problem. The beauty of Jasper seemed to hold the secret to happiness, but the picturesque  

mountain community was also a haven for drugs. Though mountain biking and skiing occupied her days, 

nights were reserved for partying. A pattern of intense anger developed when she was using and her 

attraction to dysfunctional relationships with men continued. The downward spiral described in All That 

Glitters is tough reading, but as Talbot begins her ascent and healing, you can’t help but marvel at 

the transformation. The passages about her blossoming relationship with the sheets of ice she became  

addicted to climbing will inspire readers who might never have considered the sport before.

Speaking with Talbot over the phone from her home base in Canmore, Alberta, I am struck by her  

commitment to what she calls “The Vitality Spectrum.” With suicidal depression at one end and the rich, 

full life we are each meant to live at the other, she fully acknowledges that it is a full-on process of  

becoming. Writing her memoir was a part of the fierce climb toward that vitality. “People have thought  

I was crazy my whole life,” she confides. “All my life it was about what my parents told me, that I was crazy. 

Cops, psychologists, psychiatrists. Writing the book, for the first time ever, I got to distill it down into my own 

voice. I got to control the narrative of the story. It was the most gratifying aspect of writing the book, one 

that I did not see coming.”

For decades, the word “crazy” as applied to Talbot made her “feel separate and disconnected from the 

rest of humanity. Nowadays,” she says, “if people call me crazy, I consider it a compliment.”

And you might have to be just a little bit “crazy” to climb a frozen waterfall a hundred feet above solid 
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ground. Introduced to the sport by a boyfriend with whom she also did copious amounts of drugs, she 

was immediately hooked. Of her first climb she writes, “I was mesmerized by the whole affair: the gear, the 

ice, and the cold air that made me feel alive. I felt at peace standing at the base of that ice strip, on 

the side of a mountain, surrounded by the beauty of nature.” The discovery of her own physical strength, 

the rhythmic sound and motion of swinging axes into sheer ice, and the realization that fun could be 

had in this life without substances all came to her after her very first climb. Unfortunately, soon after that  

epiphany, she was busted for drug dealing when she dealt to an undercover cop. After months of anguish 

and stress, she was spared a trip to prison but found herself with a criminal record. Starting over would not 

be easy, but she was determined. Her passion for climbing ice was only increasing and she headed for 

Canmore, hell-bent on leaving drugs and her abusive romantic relationship behind. The latter half of All 

That Glitters describes the heady adventure of her commitment to real and lasting change.

Evolving from newbie to seasoned professional climber, Talbot has climbed both rock and ice 

with a range of partners in a wide variety of locations around the world. Asked if there is anything  

meditative about the rhythmic sport of ice climbing, she says, “Ice climbing involves so much inherent dan-

ger that you are brought into awareness of the present moment like nothing else.” Beginning climbers, she  

says, are often preoccupied with their fears. “They ’ll say it ’s their fear of heights or their fear of falling, but 

it usually goes much deeper than that. There are often a lot of deeper trust issues. You have to trust the 

gear and you have to trust your partner. A lot of emotional issues that even therapy won’t bring up come 

forward in climbing. It ’s why I use it when I’m working with youth addicts or with people who are depressed.”

Her personal exercise regimen is a core component of her revised approach to life. In summer she 

rock climbs two to three times per week, weight trains, rides her mountain bike and runs. Winter finds her 

ice climbing, skate-skiing, cross-country skiing and hitting the gym. “I don’t depend on sports the way 

I did when I first quit drugs, but sports are still incredibly grounding for me. I am active at something 

every single day.” Although she describes the early days of recovery as “agitated,” she now lives her  

life with a calm, energized centre and no longer feels the need for compulsive exercising. There’s a 

strong sense in speaking with her that being outside, using her muscles and living with a clear head, has 

truly saved her from death. “Depression is basically stuck emotion,“ she says. “We have energetic blocks  

because of our early childhood and societal programming. If I feel angry or start to feel depressed,  

exercise will energize me and remove the block, and then of course I have to also do the work to process 

what has triggered me.”

She’s not interested in identifying as an addict first and foremost, which is what most 12-step programs  

demand. “I had to find out that it was the pain underneath the drugs that needed to be addressed. 

Drinking and drugs were symptoms of the underlying pain. I no longer freak out if I’m travelling and I can’t 
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exercise for a couple of days because I don’t live in a state of pain now.” In her work as a coach she 

encourages clients to truly let go of people and situations that drain vitality and push you away from  

a healthy path. And although diagnosed as bipolar, Talbot sees long-term reliance on medication as a 

non-solution to the painful life circumstances that often lead to mental illness.

Some of Talbot’s views will strike certain people as mildly controversial, but after 22 years in the mental 

health system, she knows of what she speaks. “The main reason I do the work that I do is because I want 

people to know they have choices. Traumatized people in the current patients-for-life system are not 

given any tools to work their way out of trauma. If you want to just take the drugs and not do the work, 

that’s fine, that’s your choice. But I want people to know there’s an alternative for people who are willing 

to do the work.”

It ’s difficult to imagine reading her memoir or hearing her speak without being inspired to give climbing 

a try. Like many sports, it ’s less male dominated than it used to be. “Climbing—rock or ice—is incredibly  

empowering. Women live in a culture that constantly disempowers them. Finding ways to empower yourself 

is of infinite value. Initially the empowerment in climbing comes from just being physical, from using sharp 

tools, using things that are not traditionally female. Using power, using your upper body. You wouldn’t 

believe how many women I teach ice climbing to who’ve never swung a hammer, whereas most of the men 

I teach have. We live in a culture where it ’s okay for women to be sedate as long as they ’re skinny and 

pretty. More than overcoming fears, climbing is about learning what you can withstand, about not being 

coddled and safe the way society wants you to be. Climbing is about leaving your comfort zone.”

.
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“Just don’t give up  
trying to do what  
you really want to do. 
When there is love  
and inspiration,  
I don’t think you  
can go far wrong.”
 
 
Ella Fitzgerald



MY WILD  
spirit

Words and Images: Sue Nielsen
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“A woman rarely 
gets the opportunity to 
just live herself, 
as herself, a fully 
autonomous, 
self-determining 
human being.” 

C. Stasey
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Poet Robert Frost said a poem begins with a lump in the throat and telling a story can feel the same way. 

This is my feeling today as I describe the development of my wilding and a solo canoe trip I took to the 

wilds of the Temagami region in Ontario this past summer.

I tend to seek out places where cars can’t go, places where the sky dances at night and where the forest 

and animals call to me. There’s a Sanskrit word, “mandir,” which means a place where the mind becomes 

still. These places are my mandir. 

In almost every Hindu household, there’s a place set aside to commune with the Creator, God’s room. 

God’s room is a place where stress leaves and tranquil divine energy is welcomed in. My mandir is found 

in wild spaces, the places I seek for balance, strength, beauty and love. When I am squarely seated in the 

stern of my canoe, the power seat of my life, with paddle in hand, I enter God’s room.

My aliveness—my wild spirit—has manifested itself in paddling my canoe and awakening the senses,  

hearing the loon’s call, smelling the closeness of the forest, photographing a beautiful sunset and touching 

the water with my fingertips.

It was a canoe trip to the backcountry of the southern Temagami wilderness with Wild Women Expeditions 

a few years back which ignited my love affair with the canoe.

It began on a warm, sunny late September morning. A trip into the wilds towards Lake Evelyn.

Thinking of how I would safely store my food, and with a can of bear spray in tow, I headed out in my  

16-foot blue canoe. On glass-like waters, I paddled to a remote island on Lady Evelyn Lake.

When I arrived, I scouted out the perfect location. I found it situated under a stand of majestic red pines, 

a circular clearing with a bed of soft mosses. My tent would face west, taking advantage of the northern 

sunset, which was just a few hours away. The only animal signs I saw were the human kind; bits and pieces 

of garbage were strewn about. I guess they missed the memo about leaving no trace.

As I lit my campfire that night, I gazed up at a sky full of a million stars. I found myself feeling such freedom, 

such joy to be fully immersed in the here and now; I felt childlike. With the wind whistling a soft lullaby, I fell 

into a deep and restorative sleep.
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Since that trip, I’ve come to know and love every inch of my canoe and myself. The canoe has been 

the vessel helping me to rediscover myself. I know I will always leave the city of my comfort and go into 

the wilderness of my own intuition, paddle in hand. I will do it again and again.

Sue Nielsen is from Cobalt, Ontario. She is a journalist, photographer, municipal councillor, and social activist who loves the 

outdoors, people, photography and wild places. Being trained to observe, to listen to and to evaluate the world around her, 

nature and wildlife are her natural passions. Trips on the water in her canoe are money in the bank of her wild soul. She is proud 

to call herself a wild woman.



“God’s room is a  
place where stress 
leaves and tranquil 
divine energy is  
welcomed in.” 
Sue Nielsen



DOING IT 
outdoors

Words: Johanna Gohmann

Image: Jodi Fedor
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So the saying goes: “A Canadian is someone who knows how make love in a canoe.” One wonders about 

the geographical equivalent of other locales. I’d say as a New Yorker I’m pretty good at making out in 

a taxi. And as someone who spent her teenage years in Indiana, I know how to be discreetly felt up at a 

riverfront Rick Springfield concert.

Like many women, I have always been fond of romantic relations that occur outside of the boudoir. When 

women are asked to describe their sexual fantasies, the location of the rendezvous is often the most  

tantalizing feature. “We were in a cathedral/on a sand dune/at Dunkin Donuts…” A 2014 study by the  

Journal of Medicine demonstrates this point, and the graph depicting it is rather comical. The bar showing 

the importance women place on location is like a tower next to the men’s teeny little hump.

Recently in the news there were back-to-back stories of people being arrested for public copulation. One 

man and woman became amorous on a family beach in broad daylight, while another couldn’t control 

their ardor while standing in a Dollar Store parking lot. While I enjoy boogie boarding and discounted 

laundry soap as much as the next person, I wouldn’t necessarily qualify either of these encounters as the 

height of erotica. However, I can appreciate their overwhelming desire—their primal need—regardless of 

the place or the consequence. And I bet you anything the women initiated it.

Once, on a trip to Ireland to visit my husband’s homeland, we began making out in a wind shelter atop 

a cliff. The sky was a slate gray, the sea was roiling below, and the wind was roaring around us. It was all 

very Wuthering Heights, but with more Tayto crisp bags jammed in pockets, and less angst. We began to 

get rather carried away, and clothing was in the process of being removed, when it suddenly dawned on 

us that, one, it was broad daylight; two, we probably did not want to get arrested while on holiday; and 

three, oh look, here come my husband’s mother, sister, and nephew.

My husband blames me for the incident, though I blame it on the untamed, overwhelming beauty that  

surrounded us. That, and the untamed, overwhelming hotness of my husband.

Sex therapist Dr. Gina Ogden is the author of The Heart and Soul of Sex and Women Who Love Sex. 

“Many women can be orgasmic watching a sunset or allowing themselves to be caught up in nature. The 

rhythm of the ocean, the vastness of stars; these translate as freedom, beyond the constraints of culture, 

or the nurturing needs of others.”

We already know that being in nature physically alters us: higher energy levels, and lower cortisol and 

blood pressure. It naturally follows that our libidos also rise when standing under a stretch of redwoods.

“In this electronic and digital world, we can lose sight of the four energies that spark desire—physical,  

emotional, mental, and spiritual,” says Dr. Ogden. “Nature connects a woman with her senses—smells and 
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sounds that link her with her roots, with her innate wildness, with the elements: earth, air, fire and water—all 

energies that generate power and connection.”

A recent survey done by the tent company OLPRO found that couples that go camping actually have 

better sex lives. While these are no doubt very positive findings for the company ’s advertising department, 

it ’s still an interesting concept—that making the beast with two backs while surrounded by woodland 

beasts can in fact make for a lustier relationship. No doubt this is partly due, as Dr. Ogden suggests, to 

getting away from the stressors of our normal surroundings: iPhone screens, computer screens, TV screens, 

screens, screens, screens.

Of course there’s the added thrill of your naked bodies being shielded from the outside world by a mere 

sheet of canvas—a feature that is both titillating and mildly terrifying. For we know the possibility of being 

eaten by mountain lions significantly decreases when in our apartments watching Netflix and eating  

Pringles. But then, so does the possibility of a mind-shattering orgasm…

In the forest, with your knees in the mud, you are just another animal. One of my favorite sexual encounters 

was in the rainforest of Costa Rica. I can vividly remember the way the heavy night air felt on my skin, and 

the dense, dramatic darkness surrounding us. Nature provided a soundtrack far better than anything by  

Portishead. Thunder rolled… monkeys screeched… (Whether in disgust or approval, I’ll never know.)

We live in a world with such a narrow, manufactured concept of sexiness. Stilettos. Eyeliner. Lingerie. And 

while those things certainly have their place, there is also something to be said for letting go of the paint 

and perfume and costume. To letting yourself breathe raw pheromone. To letting your hair be styled by 

the wind. Which will likely result in a Lita Ford look, but no matter.

In the modern world, it can be hard to find a safe spot to unleash our primal passions. It ’s tricky to figure out 

how to bask in the glow of the moon, away from the glow of a camera-phone that just might, without your 

knowledge, make you a YouTube star. But there are ways. I once rendezvoused upon a Brooklyn rooftop. 

It was midnight, and we could hear the shouts and music of the dive bar below. Instead of stars, the sky 

was a bright shimmer of Manhattan skyline. The night breeze on my back was a shivery tingle. Unfortunately, 

the asphalt roofing wasn’t as kind to my husband’s skin. He did not liken its feel to a shivery tingle. But the 

memory of the encounter is one that still makes us smile shyly at each other. And when you’ve been with 

someone ten years, shy smiles are no longer a daily feature on the menu. Each one is to be savored.

To step outside can be to step outside of ourselves for a few brief, thrilling moments. As with most things in 

life, it is perhaps best summarized by Rumi:

Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing

there is a field. I’ll meet you there.
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“Out beyond ideas 
of wrongdoing  
and rightdoing
there is a field. 
 

I’ll meet you there.” 
 
Rumi
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THE MAKING OF
a wild child

Words: Meghan J. Ward

Images: Paul Zizka 
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A cold wind whipped through the air, sending the familiar autumn chill down my body as I prepared my gear 

at the trailhead. While the fall season had not yet officially arrived, the cooler temperatures had, and with 

them a change in colour in the larch trees. I gave my husband a nervous smile as we took our first steps on 

the trail towards the famous Skoki Lodge in Banff National Park. 

Since 1931, hikers and skiers have made the trek to this backcountry oasis, lured along the 11-kilometre 

trail by breathtaking scenery and promises of gourmet meals, warm duvets and log cabin charm. The  

experience is hardly roughing it, but even die-hard adventurers can’t deny its appeal. Enamoured by the 

lodge ourselves, this would be our fourth trip in. This time, however, wwe’d be carrying more than just our day 

packs. 

On that cold September day, I pulled my fleece jacket over the carrier on my front, hoping to cut the 

wind from the precious cargo it held. Inside, our six-month-old daughter cuddled close to my body, cheek  

flattened against my chest. Maya’s big, brown eyes stared out at the world around her, unaware of the  

significance this hike had for her parents. 

Like those larches, we had reached a new season in our lives, but one we couldn’t quickly escape by 

shedding needles. We were in it for the long haul, and couldn’t wait to introduce our little girl to one of life’s 

greatest blessings: the outdoor lifestyle. 

Banff, Alberta, has been my home since 2008 after several short stints in the mountains during my years at 

Queen’s University in Ontario. It was on one such interlude that I met my husband, Paul, who took me out on 

adventures in the peaks around Bow Lake, where we were both living and working. Our ‘dates’ took us up 

mountainsides and into remote campsites. The wilderness became our common ground. 

When I finished university, life gave us an open slate. We decided to move back to Banff for a year, then 

never left. We built our careers around the outdoors - me as a writer and editor, and Paul as a mountain  

landscape and adventure photographer. Then, seven years into our relationship, a question inevitably 

popped up: Was it time to start a family? 

Like many of our mountain-dwelling friends and colleagues, we struggled with the idea that parenthood 

might require us to give up our outdoor passions. The researcher in me decided to find out what that might 

look like, so I started AdventurousParents.com, and began exploring the transition of outdoor adventurers  

to parenthood. Three months later I saw double lines on a pregnancy test and knew that I was about to 

embark on the biggest adventure of my life. 
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“Outdoor parenting” has gained a lot of traction in recent years. While each family ’s connection with the 

outdoors is unique, the point of this approach to parenting is to teach kids early on to appreciate nature 

and enjoy outdoor activities. It also offers parents a chance to continue tapping into their own passions, 

and to pass on the knowledge they have accumulated. In an age of high rates of childhood obesity,  

mental health issues, technology overload, and, as author Richard Louv coined in Last Child in the Woods, 

“Nature Deficit Disorder”, I can’t think of a better antidote than greater emphasis on outdoor play. 

While many studies have demonstrated the positive impacts of nature on a child’s physical and emotional 

health and development, all I had to do was watch my daughter ’s behaviour to see the results first-hand. 

Consistently, in her young two-and-a-half years, Maya is a happier, more relaxed, and less distracted child 

when she is outdoors. She plays freely and independently, enjoys exploring nature, and carries the benefits 

of her outdoor time with her when she heads back indoors. 

Our goal with “outdoor parenting’ is to bring outdoor experience beyond backyard play, sandboxes, 

and local parks, and into Mother ’s Nature’s biggest playgrounds: hiking trails, camp grounds, backcountry  

destinations, mountain tops and outdoor environments abroad. 

Our experiences in the outdoors as a family have been as diverse and ever-changing as each of the other 

stages of parenting. As a baby, Maya was easy to carry, such as on that day we hiked her into Skoki Lodge, 

pausing in a blizzard at Boulder Pass to nurse her. When she was little, she often napped while we hiked, 

making it easier for us to pick longer objectives. As much as she probably didn’t know how to appreciate 

her surroundings, we took comfort in the philosophy that she was learning something important, even if at the 

cellular level. 

Over the course of her young life, we have hiked a few hundred kilometres, enjoyed backcountry trips,  

cycled with her where we could, and spent three months abroad each year, exploring landscapes that didn’t 

resemble home. Our hope is that if she can learn to love the way she feels in the outdoors - and deal with 

some of the discomforts she’ll experience along the way - our family will be set for some awesome exploration 

as she grows older.

These days, big mountains, long distances, and backcountry adventures are enjoyed kid-free. We’re in the 

age of “want to walk/too little to go far” with Maya, but we make the most of it, carrying her for portions of the 

trail, then letting her run along. We’re better people and parents when we spend time outdoors, so we make 

a priority of it and keep in mind how foundational it is to our relationship as a couple.

And we cherish the good times as much as the mishaps. I have changed an explosive diaper at the top of 
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Tunnel Mountain, only to have my daughter learn - in that very moment - how to roll over, coating her bare 

bum in dirt and leaves. I have hiked nearly 14 kilometres with my 23-pound toddler on my back pulling my hair 

so hard it nearly drove me to insanity. And many times, I have packed and prepared for an adventure, only 

to have it end before we even left the house. 

Fast-forward two busy years and I head into the Skoki region yet again. On a smoky August day, a  

friend - another mom with a daughter the same age - and I pack up our gear and set foot on the trail. 

This time, however, I won’t need to nurse halfway to our objective. I won’t need to check fingers and toes to 

see if they are too cold, or change diapers in the most inhospitable of places. This time, Maya is at home 

with her daddy, and I am free to roam as I please. 

I savour the break, but in the still of the night, I look up at the stars and miss my little girl. Someday, I muse, 

perhaps we’ll load up our packs and hit backcountry trails together. But, for now, nothing makes me  

happier than seeing my daughter living close to the Earth - hair full of dirt, shoes full of sand, hands full of  

pinecones, face full of smiles.

Meghan J. Ward is a writer, editor and publisher based in Banff, Alberta, and the adventurous mama behind AdventurousParents.com. 

As the co-founder of mountain culture publishing house, Crowfoot Media, Meghan is also the Editor-in-Chief of the Canadian Rockies 

Annual. 
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LOWER YOUR EXPECTATIONS
Your child’s abilities, developmental stage, temperament and motivation will impact what you’re able to 

accomplish outdoors. Some days just getting out the door will be the adventure - the rest is bonus! Relish 

in the days that exceed your expectations but remember it may be different the next time. 

BRING THE ESSENTIALS
As a parent, you’re anticipating your child’s needs 24/7, and the same goes with outdoor excursions.  

Prepare yourself adequately with water, snacks, extra layers, a diaper kit (if applicable), and anything else 

you might need to make the day go as smoothly as possible. The small things can make or break a trip. 

TRUST YOUR CREATIVITY
More often than not, things won’t go as planned. You may forget an important item (I once interviewed 

two adventurous parents who forgot to bring diapers on a backcountry trip and put a Ziploc bag and 

tea towel to good use). Laugh at your misfortunes, then have fun problem-solving. 

 
HAVE FUN, BE PRESENT, AND ENGAGE
Kids thrive when they are having fun. You may enjoy peace and quiet when you go hiking, but your children 

will enjoy it more if you make up games, encourage unstructured play, sing songs and talk to them about 

what they are seeing, smelling and hearing. Bring a friend along for your child if it helps him or her have 

more fun on the trail. 

1

2

3

4

4 TIPS FOR AN 
enjoyable outdoor 
experience
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“Life is either a 
great adventure 
or nothing.” 
           
 Helen Keller
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WILD WOMAN
fest

Words: Johanna Gohmann

Images: Janine Strong, Elaina Mortali
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The website described the event as “a slumber party with soul.” It read: “In the search of sisterhood, 

we gather on the full moon, sharing wisdom, laughter, prayers. For the tribe at large.” I gazed at my 

computer screen, which featured a photo of a naked woman in a lotus pose on a rock. Beneath it, 

the glowing testimonial:

“My soul is weeping with gratitude.”

I was about to attend Wild Woman Fest: two days in the woods at a secluded retreat center in  

upstate New York, where I would participate in a variety of workshops with titles like “Unleashing Your 

Inner Fire” and “Moon Baths with Sound Healing.” This was all with the intention of unlocking my own 

hidden powers. The fest was to release the “wild woman” within me: the self ruled by intuition and  

passionate creativity. Think slumber party with soul.

I have loads of female friends, and have spent a great deal of time in women only settings— 

women-only writing workshops and wine-tasting groups (which are often one in the same), and in 

2012 I went on a weeklong excursion to Newfoundland with four women I’d never even met. But the 

Wild Woman Fest had me feeling rather apprehensive—and not just because I’m a stay-at-home 

Brooklyn mom whose wildest nights usually conclude with me collapsed upon my bed at 9:30 p.m., 

night cream only half rubbed into my forehead.

No, my nerves were due to my ignorance of the women’s circle scene. While I fully respect spiritual 

seeking of any kind, angel cards and dream catchers just aren’t in my wheelhouse. Until the fest,  

I honestly thought Qoya was some kind of grain. A relative of quinoa, perhaps? Meanwhile, my  

husband was convinced that my “inner fire” had something to do with my period.

The morning of Wild Woman Fest I rose at 5 a.m. and threw a change of clothes and a toothbrush 

into my travel bag—a polka-dot Gymboree tote. A carry-on suitcase just felt excessive, as I’d be  

traveling sans makeup, razors, or age-defying lotions. I was going to be in the middle of nowhere, 

after all. (Though, truth be told, since having a toddler I’d already become pretty comfortable being  

au natural in public. I’d discovered that when you’ve been awake all night with a tiny foot repeatedly 

kicking your jugular, your face could be covered in centipedes and candle wax and you would still 

feel fine heading into Barnes and Noble to browse.)

The only other item in my bag was a copy of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper, which 

was to be my contribution to the “treasure box.” Participants were encouraged to “Please bring  

something to place in the box. Something you value and would love to give to a sister.” And what  
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sister wouldn’t enjoy a terrifying tale of a woman’s postpartum psychotic break?

I  arrived in New Lebanon at 11 a.m.  A few hours earlier I’d been in a Lord of the Flies-esque encounter at 

a packed Grand Central bakery. Now I was in a pickup truck with a heavily tattooed woman in a baseball 

cap, and we were slowly winding our way up a silent, bumpy mountain road.

“So. You’re a journalist, huh?” I felt certain her eyes dropped skeptically to my luggage. “I am,” I replied, in 

my best Joan-Didion-with-a-Gymboree-bag voice.

When we reached the top of the mountain, I hopped out and inhaled deeply. As I always did when out 

of the city, I briefly pondered what that delicious smell was, then realized it was called “not garbage.”

The leaves overhead rustled gently in the breeze, forming a lacy green canopy under the bright blue sky. 

Already I could feel my city armor and bakery-battle rage leaving me.

A woman with a halo of soft white hair and a bright smile approached, and encouraged me to head up 

to the main tent to catch the last few minutes of a workshop entitled “The Wise Wound.”

I slowly made my way into the large tented space, where about forty women sat in a circle. It was a 

predominantly Caucasian group, though the age span seemed pretty broad—from twenties to sixties. I 

perched at the edge and opened my notebook, ready to unleash my inner fire.

A striking woman named Pooja Ru Prema sat in the middle, holding up a scarlet piece of silk.

“Once we embrace the sacredness of our menstrual blood, we can really see its beauty. You know, if you 

wanted, you could even squat your vagina over a canvas and make a print.”

Around me some women nodded, some wiped tears, while others chuckled. I, of course, merely marveled 

at how right my husband apparently was.

And that was that. The women stood and began chatting, making their way to the food tent. I felt quite 

awkward that I’d walked into the final moments of this talk, as there had clearly been much more to it than 

menses Rorschachs. But what else could I do? I gathered my stuff and followed.

At lunch I quietly listened to the women chatter and joke. Most of them had already been there for three 

days. There was much talk of yoga, and the fun of dancing naked around the campfire last night.
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Fest-founder Chris Maddox stopped by to introduce herself. A former yoga teacher, Chris was 31, and 

had a warm, Julia Roberts-y smile. Two years ago she’d had a vision: a hundred women on a mountaintop, 

dressed however they liked, sitting together in a circle and sharing their wisdom in various classes and 

workshops. And like that, Wild Woman Fest was born. The first fest had about sixty attendees. This year, we 

were eighty.

Chris’s own workshop was called “Permission to Create.” We sat before her, and she opened by sharing a 

traumatic story from her past, and described how the event led her to her current path as a spiritual seeker. 

She then invited us to meditate and visualize for ourselves what we’d like to create and give to the world. 

I tried to imagine the book I was hoping to write, but as usual, the thought just made me incredibly tired. 

So I attempted to draw my own foot in my journal instead.

I stayed for the Qoya class and was pleased to discover it involved more dance-like movements than  

slo-mo-bore-my-body-to-tears yoga. I pelvic-thrusted my braless body around the room for a bit,  

doing what I hoped resembled Qoya. Then I decided to take a break and explore the sanctuary, which 

included a labyrinth and a large stone platform. It also included a hammock, which was hanging before 

a rather glorious view of the Hudson Valley, and appeared to beckon seductively. As I had yet to drop 

The Yellow Wallpaper off at the treasure chest, I decided to take a few luxurious, toddler-free moments 

to sway and read.

I hadn’t read the story since college, but it was just as freaky as I remembered. I marveled that Gilman wrote 

it after suffering her own nervous breakdown, and then had a male doctor tell her the cure was “to have 

but two hours intellectual life a day.” If only Twitter had been around back then. Her feed would have been 

amazing. Just enjoying the two hours of the day where I’m allowed to use my brain! #wallpaperismoving.

Back at camp the Wild Woman Fair was in full swing. Fest participants had set up little makeshift booths 

selling homemade jewelry, clothing, and psychic career readings. I fingered a few amber earrings, then 

wandered out front where a pregnant woman was selling brightly colored hula-hoops. She shouted  

instruction to one woman, who was trying valiantly to keep the hoop in the air.

I found the hula-hooping puzzling, until I heard one woman explain, “Hooping is so amazing. It engages 

all of the lower chakras!” I picked up a pink hoop and flung it around my waist. To my amazement, it stayed 

aloft for several seconds, though the hula-hoop proprietor appeared to be biting back a smile over my 

rather violent technique.

Nearby, a woman was discussing the workshop she’d just attended on plant medicine. “It was cool. She 
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taught us how to make our own lube from coconut oil.”

My hula-hoop wobbled down to my knees.

As evening fell, I attended a two-hour kirtan workshop with Carrie Grossman, which involved lots of soft 

chanting and harmonium playing. While it was undeniably lovely, it was perhaps not the best event for 

someone who had started their day at 5 a.m. and who wished to keep her eyelids open without the aid 

of toothpicks. But sleepy as I was, I badly wanted to stay for the following open mic. Plus, there was the 

promise of chocolate.

“I heard there was going to be cake?” Jenny Pacanowski murmured beside me. I’d chatted with Jenny at 

dinner. She had red hair, warm brown eyes, and an incredibly kind smile.

“Cake? I want cake!” I nodded.

We both scanned the room, but we could only see women snapping bars of dark chocolate in two, 

passing around the shards.

Chris Maddox went to the front to commence the open mic. Women eagerly stepped forward, and I was 

rather surprised by the level of talent present. One woman sang a raw, gorgeous version of a Bessie Smith 

song on guitar, while others read hilarious, sexy little poems. Pooja shared a dirty joke about a couple of 

nuns that left women hooting with laughter. Though more amusing than the joke was seeing Pooja go from 

guru of menstrual love to Don Rickles.

“Here you go!” Jenny Pacanowski stood before me with a huge grin and a plate holding two pieces of 

chocolate cake. “Just hold my piece for me while I read my poem.”

I held the plate as instructed, and then found myself holding my breath as well: Jenny was suddenly at the 

mic, sharing a devastating poem about her time serving as a medic in Iraq. Jenny was in Iraq? I would have 

felt less surprised if she’d revealed herself to be a werewolf. At the end of her poem, the room exploded 

in applause.

I couldn’t imagine anyone topping that, and as it was creeping ever closer to 1 a.m., I decided it was a 

good time to begin the long walk back to my cabin.

In the darkness, my cabin felt even more secluded and far away.  I hesitantly creaked the door open 
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“I hope you 
will go out 
and let stories,
that is life, 
happen to you,  
and that you will  
tell me, what is it  
you plan to do with  
your one wild and  
precious life?”
 
Mary Oliver



“In the search of  
sisterhood, we  
gather on the full 
moon, sharing  
wisdom, laughter, 
prayers. For the  
tribe at large.” 





and I threw myself upon the bed, hoping to frighten away any wildlife intruders. I could hear a creature of 

some sort—chipmunk, dingo, or small escaped convict—scraping diligently away under the wooden floor, 

eager for entry. Something buzzed past my ear and I snatched the rough green bedspread over my head.  

I lay under the blanket in the dark, listening to my heart pound. Down at the main tent the women were still 

whooping it up. Apparently one could make speed from coconut oil as well. Where in god’s name were 

they getting their whooping energy?

In the distance the women broke into “This Little Light of Mine,” and their voices carried softly through the 

trees. I pulled the blanket more tightly over my head, flipped on the tiny flashlight on my iPhone, and held 

this little light of mine over the only reading material I had left: New York Magazine’s “The Cosby Women” 

issue.

Reading about the horrific abuses of Bill Cosby while hiding beneath a blanket in the middle of nowhere 

was not where I expected to experience a profound connection to my female self. And yet, I was suddenly 

overtaken by a surprising rush of emotion, and what could only be described as a deep feeling of love 

for all of womankind. For our strength, and our beauty, and everything we are forced to fucking endure, 

time and time again. I thought of Charlotte Perkins Gilman quietly losing her mind in a room somewhere. 

I thought of Jenny, and her kind smile, and her carefully carrying a piece of chocolate cake through the 

darkness to me, and my chest constricted. Partially from lack of oxygen, yes, but more so from emotion. In 

the distance the women’s voices raised up, and I waved the little light of my iPhone in salute, quietly singing 

along in the dim glow: “Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine…”

Heading back to the train station, my driver was Ingrid Wisswaesser, a sixty-ish German woman with dangly 

gold earrings that caught the light. We drove along in silence for a while, and as we sped along the  

expressway, I puzzled over my time at the fest. Yes, I’d felt connected at moments, and I’d certainly met 

some lovely women and enjoyed being in such a beautiful place. But I still felt as though I’d missed  

something. Had I not been open enough? Should I have been there for the full five days? Was it because 

I sucked at yoga?

“How was your time at the retreat?” Ingrid asked. Her German accent made the question sound stern,  

but her eyes were gentle and smiling.

“Well…” I stumbled. “I’m not really sure. I feel like maybe I missed something?” I paused. “I don’t know that I 

really unleashed my wild woman.”
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Ingrid’s booming laugh filled the car. “You know, being wild isn’t necessarily an outward expression. It 

happens from within. No one’s experience is more powerful or better than the other. What matters is 

to stay open. To seek. To connect.”

Ingrid explained to me that she was a Sufi. And she had in fact spent thirty years living on the  

mountaintop, seeking. She spent the rest of the ride regaling me with nuggets of wisdom and amusing 

tales that alternately left me shouting, “Yes, exactly!” or busting out in laughter.

For some of us, we find our tribes in unexpected places. The door to our Wild Self is not always where 

we expect it to be. For some, it is high on a mountaintop, hula hooping in the dusk. For others, it ’s  

in a black Jetta, driving a long stretch of highway with a hilarious German Sufi.

When we reached the station, Ingrid and I embraced like old friends, and I wiped the tears of laughter 

away from my eyes. My soul was weeping with gratitude.

Johanna Gohmann has written for Salon, Curve, and Dame, and she is a regular contributor to Bust magazine. Her essays have 

been anthologized in A Moveable Feast: Life-Changing Food Adventures Around the World, The Best Sex Writing 2010,  

The Best Women’s Travel Writing Volume 10, and Every Father ’s Daughter: 24 Women Writers Remember Their Fathers.  

www.JohannaGohmann.com.

Join the Wild Woman Fest!  
Visit http://wildwomanfest.com
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LIVING
wild

Words: Nikki Van Schyndel
Images: Sarah Lee
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“I survived and 
thrived for 18 
months. My  
whole being was  
transformed by the 
experience.  
I became wild, in 
the purest sense  
of the word.”  
NIKKI VAN SCHYNDEL
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At 42 I’m a forest dweller. I am blessed to live in an idyllic log cabin on an island in the wilderness. A row 

of solar panels lines the front porch; black hose snakes along the hill carrying water from a distant creek. 

A welcoming trail of smoke billows from the stovepipe. My home is perched atop a cliff, surrounded by  

scented cedar trees and hemlocks draped in long flowing strands of yellow-hued lichen. Bald eagles 

come to me for fish scraps. I feel the whoosh of their wings on my face as their outstretched claws snatch 

the salmon carcass beside me—nothing goes to waste.

Clouds of the misty breath of humpback whales and white-sided dolphins send me dashing to my porch. 

Egglatina, my barred rock chicken, comes running from the berry garden when I walk by, like Pavlov’s dog, 

hoping for the compost or treats from the veggie garden, while at night my neighbor, a flying squirrel,  

Babaji, glides down to my windowsill and ventures into my home looking for his usual late-night buffet.

I live in the coastal community of Echo Bay, population 11. Situated in a maze of forested islands off the 

east coast of Vancouver Island in British Columbia, it was known by old-timers as the Mainland, before 

tourism chartered its way out here and it became the Broughton Archipelago.

I didn’t always love the wild life. I grew up as a fashionable, privileged city girl, show-jumping horses and 

eventually living the American dream. It wasn’t until Gaia introduced me to a whispering tree between 

a row of apartment buildings that I became aware of the real magic and mystery of Nature , sparking 

an intense curiosity about the green world. Spinning stinging nettle rope, touching deer and cuddling a 

cougar quickly compelled me to seek the heart and truth of the wilderness.

I ventured out to the Mainland 11 years ago, to survive off the land and sea with primitive tools and  

technology. In my book, Becoming Wild, I wrote, “I abandoned a life of pedicured toes, Thai restaurants 

and diamond rings for dirty nails, roasted mice, and bear-claw necklaces. I rubbed sticks together to 

create fire, hunted game, harvested wild salads, and cured injuries with plants.”

I tested my abilities beyond what I believed I was capable of, mastered primitive skills in a world of  

depleting resources, reawakened my lost senses and intuition. And I survived and thrived for 18 months.

My whole being was transformed by the experience. I became wild, in the purest sense of the word. 

When I decided to return to the city, realizing that if I truly wanted to make a difference in the world 

it wasn’t going to happen by hiding out in the forest alone, I found it extremely difficult to adapt my 

wild ways to the fast-paced world. My senses were overloaded; my system was overwhelmed. Worse,  

I couldn’t find my bliss anymore. I began grasping for the freedom in nature that I had once enjoyed. And 

so I followed a new dream: to build a “getaway” log cabin. Today, my off-grid home exceeds my original 
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vision. I built it myself from a how-to book, a few YouTube videos, help from a couple of friends and the 

misguided start-up mantra of, “How hard could it be?” My estimated six-month plan took three and a half 

years.

Every off-gridder, homesteader, primitive survivalist, hippie, apocalyptic-prepper and privileged  

urbanite seeking a self-sustaining and self-reliant lifestyle has a unique definition for living off the grid, but  

they all share a fundamental, underlying principle: freedom. Living off the grid is a hopeful step towards 

this quest. For me, this lifestyle gives me a sense of freedom to do and be all of who I am. It nourishes my 

body, recharges my energy; it speaks to my spirit and fills me with true-hearted joy. Becoming an off-gridder 

instills the knowledge that you can do and become anything you need. Building my log cabin required a 

whole new set of modern skills I never thought I would need or care to learn. I’m now a logger, carpenter, 

mechanic, plumber, electrician, furniture maker, welder, organic farmer, commercial fisherman and Internet 

repairwoman.

To the surprise of many, I’m not unplugged. I have satellite Internet and a haywire phone system that works 

randomly when it chooses. I know what it is to feel utterly disconnected with the modern world and it was 

the one thing that nearly drove me home from my survival trek. Living under a bark-roofed lean-to with 

stone-age tools disintegrates the possibilities of making even a simple phone call home.

I have also experienced the allure of technology while building my cabin. I now monitor that slippery slope 

very carefully. When you’ve lived with nothing and felt you had everything, it takes some convincing to add 

another bill to pay in your life. I want to share, learn and give back to this world. Disappearing from the 

grid in the hopes of not being a part of it all is just an illusion. I am a part of everything just by being alive.

Living wild not only continues to strengthen my intimate connection with the natural world, but it also fuels 

me with the power and bold courage I need to step out into the technological world.

Living off the grid is also a huge inconvenience—an endless barrage of challenges, mayhem, madness 

and occasional misery. It ’s only when you’ve accumulated enough tools and parts to classify yourself as a 

wilderness superstore that you can calmly overcome the frozen water line disaster or the showerhead that 

one day decides to spurts out only a few meagre drops of water.

I’m often seen as the pretty girl lost in baggy, holey jeans and a tattered Life is Good baseball cap,  

protecting my long hair from the realistic short hairstyle I should probably adopt, cursing, sweating,  

bleeding and flinging my face and greasy hands to the sky, sighing, “Why am I living like this?” And then,  

I follow the order of survival: I take a deep breath and laugh. In truth, I know that I love the sacrifice, hassles 
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and hard labor of this chosen lifestyle because, immersed in it all, I feel truly alive. I don’t cook on a wood-

stove or generate hot water from copper tubing wrapped around my stovepipe because I believe it is a  

sustainable way of life or a means of saving our earth. Becoming wild is not about returning to the old 

ways. For me, it ’s about merging the best of our new technologies with the spirit of ancient wisdom. 

The back-to-the-land lifestyle trend is just another external attempt to cure an internal dis-ease in 

humanity. We need to live by our hearts, not just our minds. When we soulfully connect with the purity 

and perfection of the natural world, we mysteriously see our own darkness reflected back.

Living wild illuminates my true source of power within.

Society needs a new paradigm of thought to follow in order to bring light upon our planet. I  

believe the best way to raise human consciousness is by opening up our wild hearts, choosing love 

over fear, faith over worry and cooperation over competition. Whether pampered in the city or  

unplugged off the grid, by living an authentic life with truth and integrity, we become powerful  

catalysts for deep, lasting internal change, unconsciously giving permission for others to do the 

same. You don’t need to live 30 miles away from the nearest hardware store or be hooked up to  

hydropower to become wild.

I have finally found my personal balance between the Darwinian world of domination and  

competition, of modern industrial landscapes of often empty decadence, or fears of lack and  

limitation. This balance brings me back to the primal, divine roots of humanity, that of unity consciousness,  

non-judgmental attitudes and feelings of compassion, vulnerability and thankfulness. Becoming wild 

has made me a fearless woman.

I now seek the Truth, unsubscribe to fear-driven media, make tough consumer choices to support my 

health, speak the words that are hard to say and ignore doubt and logic when envisioning my life 

dreams, even with odds of a million to one. I am going to star in my own reality TV show and give 

network viewers something they have never seen before, so stay tuned…

 

Nikki van Schyndel is bold and original, an adventurer, wilderness guide, inspirational storyteller, author, expert tracker and  

primitive survivalist. Though not your stereotypical “end-of-the-world” survivalist, she has studied and taught under the best earth skills  

educators in North America for over 16 years. Since returning from her childhood dream of primitively living off the land for 18 

months, she has discovered not only the truths of survival, but also a unique balance between the worlds. She now lives off the 

grid, in a log cabin she built from a how-to book, in a tiny wilderness community of 10.
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“I now  
seek  
the  
truth.” 
NIKKI VAN SCHYNDEL



SHE
who
knows
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“Bone by bone, hair by hair, Wild Woman comes back. Through night dreams, through events half  

understood and half remembered, Wild Woman comes back. She comes back through story.”  

—Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estés

I have been a stranger in a strange land for as long as I can remember. As a liminal creature of sorts, fitting 

in has never come naturally to me.

When I was young, I always felt like an outsider, different than all the other girls I knew. I spent most of my 

time either outside, exploring the wonders of the natural world, or with my nose in a book, reveling in the 

myths that brought me to a fantastical terrain of mystery and delight.

In those other worlds, I felt uninhibited and wild. I had the freedom to be me.

But I eventually grew tired of being unique, of being peculiar. Life as a young loner tugged at my lonely 

heart. Somewhere between the realm of the outcasts and the conformists, I chose to abandon my truth. I 

learned how to train the wild right out of me, transforming into who the world wanted me to be: a tamed,  

domesticated version of myself. I became a shapeshifter, taking on whatever form I thought I needed to 

be to find a semblance of love and acceptance.

It was not until I was shoved into the deep end of a mental health crisis at age 22 that I began to ques-

tion. I came to realize that the elaborate façades I had so carefully built around myself reflected a shell 

of the woman I’d become. I hardly knew who I was anymore. I found myself out in a metaphorical desert 

of sorts.

Out there in that desert, where extremes are the norm and life thrives on very little, something of a strange 

appetite was growing, gnawing at my insides. I finished my education and, instead of going straight into 

the workforce, I opted to travel. I had no way of knowing what lay ahead and even less of an idea about 

what the voyage was to entail. And yet, the sensation in my gut intensified, until it became too excruciating 

to ignore.

My life became an expedition, pushing at the edges of what I thought was possible. I did not realize 

it when I began my travels, but this was not simply a jaunt across foreign lands. It was also a quest to  

recover the woman I had buried long ago: a pilgrimage through the wilderness to remember who I was… a  

symbolic journey to re-wild.
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Out in that barren expanse of wild terrain within myself, I began to stumble across pieces of bone.  

Kneeling close to the earth, that uncompromising terrain against my dirty knees, I would turn the pieces 

over slowly in my hands. A femur. The bone of a finger. A piece of vertebrae. My collection started small 

but grew steadily.

There were no clues as to which wild animal they had originated from, nor can I reason why I had  

an unusual appetite for collecting bones. But logic felt irrelevant on this rather curious pilgrimage.

On that unfamiliar passage into the uncharted territory of myself, I was, unknowingly, encountering the 

bones of my own soul.

Clothing eventually became threadbare against my bronzed skin and my shoes fell ragged on the arid 

topography of the wild unknown. It was then that I, the seeker, stripped down to almost nothing. Naked, 

vulnerable, and without the familiar comforts of my old life, I felt everything around me… for better or 

worse. I meandered, seeking markers on the pathless landscape to help me find my way. I felt lost most of 

the time, but I kept on.

When all you can see in every direction is sand, thorns, and rocks as red as moonblood—which direction 

do you follow?

When the sweat that drips down your face is the single most abundant source of water for miles—where 

do you turn for nourishment?

When the world you once knew like the back of your hand becomes unrecognizable—where is home? 

Look to the bones. 

The bones will direct you. The bones will be your nourishment. The bones will be your home.

The passage of soul recovery is never a neat line etched across a treasure map. Buried, long-forgotten 

pieces of myself are not indicated by a big black X, found at the focal point where matter and spirit 

merge. No—the path is labyrinthine. When arrival feels imminent, the course can, without warning, veer away 

wildly.

What to do then?
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“There was 
nowhere  
to turn 
but within.” 
 
RACHEL ALAIA



My wanderlust eventually led me back to the place of my birth: a Mexican town nestled into the jungle 

hillside alongside the Pacific Ocean. By a stroke of intuition and a moment of surrender, I was returned 

to the land in which I first came into this world. I had come full circle, but my story was far from complete.

Examining the contents of my rucksack, I realized there was just one final piece of bone still missing: the skull. 

I was impatient enough to try to analyze a resolution. Maybe, I thought, I should strategically retrace all 

my steps. Or perhaps I could start digging holes here and there haphazardly with my bare hands. I tried 

to muscle my way through mentally. But that familiar hunger began to claw at me again, suddenly bringing 

me back down into my body.

There was nowhere to turn but within.

My eyes grew tired. Tired of seeking, I finally submitted, lying face-down, prostrate to the power of Mother 

Earth. Placing an ear to her earthen womb, I waited and listened. My arms spread wide and my fingers 

gripped her weathered skin. Cheeks pressed close, I felt a growing umbilical: a cord of nourishing energy 

tethering me to her core. What rose in that still silence was a life force carrying an ancient wisdom. Turning 

my head, I gently pressed my lips to the soil in a holy kiss of familial gratitude.

I opened my eyes, and there lay the skull. It had been sitting there beside me all along.

With all the bones of my wild soul in my possession, a hush soon fell over the land. Out there at dusk, on 

a moonless night, beneath an impending thick and heavy darkness, I felt a certain magic afoot. I waited.

Then—in the loudest moment of silent solitude—I heard something out beyond in the distance.

La Loba, the Wolf Woman, the One Who Knows, called out to me across the landscape. At first, she was 

just an idea, a deep inner knowing of a mentor who might teach me the ways of living wildly, from a depth 

of soul. And then an insight, a feeling, guided me to that voice.

I realized it was the chant of an elder, a crone, a Wild Woman steeped in mystic proportions: Dr. Clarissa 

Pinkola Estés. In her hands she held a book, which she extended towards me. The title was just barely 

legible in the light of her fire’s flickering embers: Women Who Run With the Wolves. Nodding and winking a 

beautiful blue eye, she motioned as if to say, “Yes, my child. Take it. This is my gift to you.”

Women Who Run With the Wolves had actually crossed my path several times before. But it was as if I had 

to first come home to myself, and surrender myself to the Earth, before I could encounter this sacred oasis 
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and bask in its great ocean of teachings.

She silently invited me to take rest by her hearth. The only sound coming from her direction was the  

resonant quality of her breath. Removing my satchel of bones, I lay them before her as if in pious offering. 

She took no notice of me, staring meditatively into the plume of rising smoke.

By the light of the sacred flame, I opened her book and read. Word by word, the bones of this mythic 

creature began to assemble before me, yet my eyes never left the page. I sat mesmerized, recognizing my 

own reflection in the images of the unfolding text.

Women Who Run With the Wolves is a collection of myths and fairy tales that help to guide women on the 

journey of reclaiming their wild, instinctual nature. Exploring the magic found within its pages, women have 

the opportunity to experience incredible solace and tap into a source of invaluable strength to continue 

on the path of remembering, an odyssey that is ever unfolding.

These stories speak my truth, giving meaning to my own experience of recovering the lost bones of my 

soul. Its words inspire within me a sense of wholeness and connection, where only loss and isolation once 

existed. This powerful text reveals a portal, a doorway, into the mysterious world of magic, meaning, and 

omneity. Time does not exist as I lose myself over and over again in its pages.

These are my own stories, just as they are the stories of countless other women. For I am Wild Woman. And 

you are Wild Woman. We are the Wild Women re-awakening to the truth of who we have always been. 

Story summons us to a place where we can finally remember.

As the first colorful hints of day began to show over the Eastern horizon, marking a moment of metaphysical 

rebirth, I bowed my head, placed my hands over my heart, and gave thanks. Closing the final chapter, 

I took in a breath of the morning air and saw the soul bones before me. Therein lay a fully assembled 

skeleton of a wolf. She Who Knows had journeyed on. But she had left a message for me, scrawled there 

in the desert sand.

“Tell your story.”

My story is the song to bring the long-silenced wild creature within back to life.

It is a story of a young woman convinced that she was unlovable; a girl who donned a disguise in order 

to be seen with a semblance of acceptance. It is a story of a wounding and a quiet desperation to rid 
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herself of a deep inner pain. It is a story of a once-shattered heart, pieced back together into a beautiful 

mosaic of truth with renewed self-love and compassion.

In owning our own stories, we allow the odyssey of our lives to reveal a symbolic resonance: a rhythmic 

tempo that helps us to find our magic in the ceaseless static. Singing our truth, we start to distinguish the 

hidden beauty within our tragedies as well as our triumphs. Laying our lives against the timeless tales of 

the archetypal Wild Woman, we are released from carrying the burden of the beliefs we have allowed 

to define who we are.

As my song grows louder, I realize that I am no longer alone. The future ones have joined me, along with 

my sisters, and all the mothers and grandmothers that came before. My tribe.

Looking back on the journey that has led to this moment, I see that all my seemingly wrong turns were vital 

in delivering me to this book. All the harbingers on the horizon were leading me to La Loba. The realm of 

my dreamtime, in waking and in slumber, was always guiding me home back to the bones buried beneath 

the sand. And now my sisters, my tribe, have joined me in harmony to welcome in a brand new day.

Last year I had the fortune of embarking on a five-year journey with Clarissa Pinkola Estés to “sing over the 

bones,” beginning a series of trainings to learn how to mentor other women through the stories found in 

Women Who Run With the Wolves. Using this blueprint, this model on which to reimagine our relationship to 

life, I have experienced firsthand the ability of Women Who Run With the Wolves to heal the deep wounds 

of domestication and empower the emerging women leaders of our time.

This mystical experience of sisterhood, story, and soul gifted me with the confidence to throw my head 

back and howl wildly at the moon. Singing over the bones and becoming a Wild Woman Mentor has 

allowed my inner Wolf Woman to run free.

The power of the Wild Woman is one of genesis. As many times as we fall, as we lose sight of our northern 

star out there in the wilderness, as we misplace the bones of our soul, we can always step forth and begin 

again. We all have the power to recreate. Because, just as Dr. Estés has told me, “It ’s all made up anyways.”

There comes a point, whether at high noon or on the darkest night of the dark moon, when it becomes 

too painful to stay in the places where we are. Leaving the confines of what we’ve always known, we go 

forth, taking that first step as a bone collector, as soul gatherer. We don’t know where the path will bring 

us, but bit by bit, step by step, the meticulous work of reawakening the bones of the Wild Woman keep on.
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I hold Women Who Run With the Wolves close to my heart. For it is my bible. And Dr. Clarissa Pinkola 

Estés, La Loba, La Que Sabe, is my teacher for life.

As founder of Wild Soul Wellness, Rachael Alaia is on a passion-driven mission to reawaken the instinctual nature of humanity 

as a force of healing on this planet. An educator, mentor, and healer, Rachael draws from a blend of ancient tradition and 

modern knowledge as magic for the soul and medicine for the planet. Visit her website www.wild-soul.net.



WILD
yoga

Words: Marnie Woodrow

Image: Kim Scott
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It ’s not that I hate yoga. Hate would be too strong a word. As a middle-aged woman living in an urban 

centre, yoga had always seemed like the perfect antidote to a super-sedentary work life. Everyone 

loves yoga, the media insisted. I pictured sonorous chanting music and a peaceful, incense-scented 

room where I would discover flexibility and achieve some sort of sudden-onset nirvana. And yet the 

first two times I tried it, I injured my neck and back. In the first class I was surrounded by type-A yogis  

who—apparently—couldn’t perform the vinyasas fast enough. It was as if the spin class next door was full, 

so they merely switched rooms but not attitudes. More competitive by nature than I realized, I found it hard 

to not attempt to match their tempo. Craning my head to watch the fast-talking instructor while performing 

the moves in this not-so-beginners class, I felt a sharp pain. Three massages later, I was able to turn my 

head again.

The second injury occurred when I was given an extremely intense and sudden adjustment by a teacher 

in love with his own guru status. I’m pretty certain he was too busy checking out his reflection in the yoga 

mat to notice he had wrenched my spine well past its comfort zone. I’m done, I remember thinking to myself 

as I limped out of the studio.

Yoga continued to taunt me, as one friend after another sang its praises. Resistant to all manner of  

recruiters from the Yoga Army, I continued to mutter, “I prefer Pilates.” When I explained that I had hurt  

myself pretty badly doing yoga on not one but two occasions, I was admonished with, “You had the wrong 

teacher,” or “You didn’t do the right KIND of yoga,” or “You must have done something wrong, because 

yoga never hurts.” Never?

I went on a mission to locate countless articles that proved that yoga was the devil. My massage  

therapist had said as much as she endeavoured to relieve my neck pain: she had treated many such 

victims of too-advanced beginners’ classes. To be fair, I could find no examples of death-by-downward-

dog to further support my deepening yogaphobia. I simply resigned myself to accepting that yoga was 

an excellent fitness option for everyone but me.

And yet, a little voice implored me to give it another try. Scouring the Wild Women Expeditions website, 

the concept of outdoor yoga crossed my path. I was intrigued. I could sort of see myself giving it another 

go. Away from the confines of a studio, away from the pseudo-ashrams of the big city. I worked hard to 

let go of my conviction that pain was a given, and that an ambulance would have an even harder time 

getting to me in the wilds of Georgian Bay. The trip combined yoga with kayaking, another activity I had 

always longed to try. I was seduced.

After three hours of paddling a kayak full of gear in high winds, yoga-dread was the farthest thing from 
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my mind. I was frankly looking forward to any activity that involved lying down. “Bring on the death pose,”  

I thought as we pushed toward our campsite. Exploring the island, a breathtaking mass of trademark  

Georgian Bay rock with very few trees, we decided where we would set up our tents, the camp kitchen 

and, yes, which wide, smooth expanse of ancient stone would be our yoga studio.

There’s nothing like being out in wild nature to bring your misconceptions about life into crystal-clear view.

The most shocking thing of all was the lack of pain. The smooth flat rock beneath our backs was weirdly 

comfortable. The words “Mother Earth” had never made so much sense to me: I felt cradled. Solid rock is 

an amazing spine-stabilizer. Our instructor guided us from one pose to another. She moved quietly through 

the group, making gentle corrections. The muscles I had worked so hard all day protested at first, then 

loosened and relaxed. High on oxygen and no small amount of pride, I did what I could manage and 

no more. And what I managed to do was stay in my body, listening to her for the first time in a very long 

time. Nobody cared who was wearing Lululemon, and the fact that I had never been to India on a vision 

quest mattered not.

When the session came to a close I felt a bit weepy. Previous attempts with meditation had yielded a 

similar response, so I wasn’t too concerned. I really don’t think it ’s always about repressed sorrow when 

we react this way to this kind of peaceful connection with our bodies. I prefer to think of them as tears of 

gratitude. We spend so much time and energy driving ourselves through life, meeting expectations and 

goals and timelines set by the larger world. When that tension is released, we let go. We get the giggles 

or sigh repeatedly or cry.

Out there on the island, surrounded by women and water, my body buzzing with unexpected pleasure,  

I finally understood what all the fuss was about. Maybe I had indeed found the “right” kind of yoga or the 

perfect teacher. Or maybe I had changed in the years since my first attempts, worrying less about what 

those around me were achieving? After a few more sessions in the fresh air on that big old rock, I had 

learned something vital. Yoga was not the enemy, and for the first time in my life, neither was I.

Marnie Woodrow is a freelance editor, writing coach and the author of two novels, Heyday and Spelling Mississippi. She lives in 

Hamilton, Ontario.
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“And the day came 
when the wish to  
remain tight in a bud 
was more painful than 
the risk it took to 
blossom.” 
 
ANAIS NIN



READY TO GO WILD?
 
From kayaking in British Columbia to waterfalls in  
Belize, hiking Machu Picchu to the jungles of Costa Rica,  
discover a trip that ignites your thirst for adventure,  
connects you with a tribe of other wild women, and  
naturally fills your wild soul.

 
Visit www.wildwomenexpeditions.com  

to choose your adventure!


